King’s Lynn & District Society of Model Engineers
Visitor Directions

There are a few important points we need to point out when you arrive at Lynnsport!

Here is a map showing what you need to do and look out for.

Key:
- Your Route in
- Bus Stop
- Access Barrier
- Cycle/Footpath
- Caution!
Lynnsport is well sign posted from all main roads into King’s Lynn, follow all the brown signs which say ‘Lynnsport’ and you’ll find your way there with ease.

Once you’re on Greenpark Avenue and arriving into Lynnsport, you need to take the second right hand turn, which will lead you into Lynnsport’s disabled and child parking, circular car park.

As you turn into the car park, take the left hand turn immediately after the bus stop.

Next up, you’ll find in front of yourself, a barrier. You will need to press and hold the little button in for a few seconds on the intercom. This will connect you to Lynnsport’s main reception desk. Once they respond, all you need to say is ‘Model Engineers’, and they will raise the barrier.

Next up, this is where **YOU NEED TO TAKE CAUTION!**

Please read page 3
Once you have got through the barrier, you need to immediately turn right. At this point, please take caution as you will be about to cross a reasonably busy footpath/Cyclepath!

Once you’ve crossed the cyclepath, drive down the driveway heading towards the right-hand side of the indoor skatepark called ‘Kaset’. You have now arrived at the railway.

Off Loading instructions will be given once you have arrived